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determination. Surely, that cannot be the intention of s. 266. Regretfully, I

must say that in such a scenario, the protection intended by s. 266 will be

rendered meaningless.

20. The practice of the banks in deducting the unearned profit as ibrar is

not ignoble. In the same breath, it is inconceivable how stipulating the

terms of the rebate will be repugnant to Shoria. The latter however creates

unnecessary anxiety in customers. For that and other reason stated herein. I

have, for the pulpose of determining the quanfum of claim, taken an

approach to enforce an implied term of Islamic banking practice in the case

before me. In this respect, I am guided by the Federal Court case of

Sobabwni (Sandakan) Sdn Bhd v Datuk yap pak Leong [IggsJ 3 MrJ ] 5 t.

In Sababumi Zakana Yatim FCJ (as he then was) stated in that case that

the court may infer an implied term from evidence that the parties to a

contract must have intended to include it in the contract, though it has not

been expressly set out in the contract. Therefore when an Islamic bank

practices granting of rebate on a premature terminatioq it creates an

implied term and legitimate expectation on the part of the customer.

Accordingly it is only proper that such expectation and practice be read

into the contract.
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21. Learned counsel for the plaintiff also contended that the term

"unearned profit" is rather alien to Islamic banking contract as it is not in

tandem with Sharia practice. I am not so clear what is meant by that

because from the practices of Islamic banks that I have come across, the

banks confirm that deduction of the unearned profit is a common practice

and "'unearned profit" is an accepteiJ term. TerminoloW per se cannot be

made a reason not to follow an approach that has well been received by the

banking industry. To my mind using the terminology ibrar with no

interpretation or explanation is indeed more alien to the bank's customers.

Ibrar is merely an Arabic term which means a rebate. The rebate to be

granted is in fact based on the uneamed profit of the bank. It is for that

reason that I am more comfortable using the term'funearned profit" as it is

capable of being commonly understood in the banking circle, as it is based

on the Amortisation table. It would also be easily explained and capable of

being understood by the customers as well. Besides, in my view using

Arabic terminolory Wr se does not make any transaction a Shoria

transaction.

22. I must vehemently stress that the purpose of this proceeding is to

deal with what would be considered fair and equitable in the circumstances

and to lay emphasis on what would be the better and appropriate approach

in dealing with the plaintiffs quantum with particular reference to the
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manner of its determination while being mindful of the parties'position. In

doing so, the bank should not be allowed to enrich itself with an amount

which is not due while at the same time taking cognisance of the

customer's right to redeem his property. Therefore where the BBA contract

is silent on issue of rebate or the quantum of rebate, by implied term I hold

that the bank must grant a rebate and such rebate shall be the amount of

unearned profit as practiced by Islamic banks.

23. That said, this issue in fact could have been easily resolved. The

legal documentations used by Islamic banks should have addressed the

peculiarity of Islamic banking transaction, instead of adopting a cut and

pace approach of the conventional banking documents. If the documents of

the banks had in fact specified a formula of rebate or ibrar, it will

demystifr the intricacies of a BBA transaction. It will be easily understood

by the customer who would then not be put in the dark as to what is ibrar

and what would be the amount of ibrar he should be receiving . In that

way, the court need not have to interfere with the terms of the agreement

or to add implied terms as I am now doing.

Stqre Decisis

24. Encik Oommen Koshy also contended that this court should enforce

the full sale price instead of adhering to the present practice for another


